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GRAMMAR: 

Dal libro di testo “Venture B1” (Oxford University Press)+”Grammar and 
vocabulary for the real world” (Oxford University Press)

STARTER LESSONS

Ambiti lessicali: free time, daily routines, abilities, everyday 
activities,suggestions, getting around, eating out, tv programmes, party time

Ambito grammaticale: present simple, ex pressing likes and dislikes, agreeing
and disagreeing, adjectives of opinion, telling the time, can, both and neither, 
present continuous, would rather, would prefer, expressions with go, 
imperative, whose, possessive pronouns, so and such, adjectives ending in 
ed/ing, past simple  

UNIT 1 TO 5

Ambiti lessicali: school life, education, clothes, animals, weather, future 
intentions, illnesses-injuries-accidents, arrangements, vehicles and transport, 
holidays, jobs in the house, social networking and using computers

Ambito grammaticale: present tenses and past simple, past continuous, past 
simple vs past continuous, subject and object questions, when/while/as, 
comparatives and superlatives, be going to, after/before/when/while/as soon 
as, was/were going to, be about to, future forms: present simple/present 
continuous/be going to, will/shall, have to/don’t have to, must/mustn’t

UNIT 6 TO 9 

Ambiti lessicali: life experiences, supernatural events, dating and 
relationships, possession, geographical features, the environment, airports, 
money and finance



Ambito grammaticale: present perfect with ever and never, irregular past 
participles, adverbs of manner and comparative adverbs, been vs gone, 
present perfect vs past simple, present perfect with already-just-still-yet, how 
long, since/for, meet vs know, modal verbs: will/may/might, zero conditional, 
first conditional, if/when/unless, some-any-no-every compounds, too-enough, 
make vs do, get

WRITING:

 An opinion essay
 A postcard
 A description of a picture
 An email enquiry
 A report on a survey
 A magazine article
 An email to a friend
 A ‘for and against’ essay
 A story

CULTURE: 

GREAT LIVES

 Richard Branson
 Stephen Hawking
 Mohandas Gandhi

LITERATURE

 Romeo and Juliet
 Nicholas Nickleby
 The importance of being Earnest

CLIL:



 Geography: British industry
 Earth Sciences: The creation of stars and black holes
 Geography: Demographics: India

La classe ha assistito alla rappresentazione del musical in lingua inglese 
“A Midnight Summer’s Dream” e ha visto in lingua originale il film “…..”. 
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